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Visit us on Stand 33

Pizza, Pasta and Italian Food Magazine is the 
trade magazine of the UK’s well-established 

Pizza, Pasta & Italian Food Association.
Visit us on stand 33 to receive a free copy  

of the magazine.
Email andrew@papa.org.uk for  

more information.
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We are delighted to be working again with the European Pizza and Pasta Show. In its fourth year EPPS 2019 stays devoted to
its name and concept, bringing together the best of pizza and pasta industry, focusing on live cooking, rather than
traditional B2B trade show style, giving its participants a unique chance to demonstrate their best products in action.

The Pizza Pasta and Italian Food Association is pleased to support EPPS as it provides an opportunity for those involved
across this market to get together and discuss future partnerships. With Brexit uncertainty, fluctuating business rates and
other similarly challenging issues there is a need for a networking platform that would promote UK/European and global
collaborations.

Italian food industry.

Unlike many trade bodies, PAPA represents a true cross section of the pizza, pasta and Italian food sector – from pizza
manufacturers and suppliers of ingredients and equipment to supermarkets, Italian restaurants and pizza delivery
businesses. PAPA aims to make sure that the interests of the industry are heard while also providing members with the
support and resources to help them run their businesses successfully.

Please do come along and visit us at PAPA on stand 33 and join us for The Pizza and Pasta Chef of the Year Grand Final at 
Cooking Stage 1 on Thursday 14th November from 10am.

Jim Winship 
Director
PAPA Pizza Pasta  
and Italian Food Association

FOREWORD
JIM
WINSHIP
DIRECTOR
PAPA PIZZA PASTA AND
ITALIAN FOOD ASSOCIATION



Accademia Pizzaioli
very skilled Pizzachefs to become

Master InstructorsOPEN  A

PIZZA SCHOOL

phone: +39 0421 761247 - www.accademia-pizzaioli.it
e-mail: info@accademia-pizzaioli.it

WITH US!!

is looking for

The most important
PIZZA SCHOOL in the world

S P O N S O R E D   B Y

VISIT US
AT
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Here we are, welcoming you at the fourth edition of the European Pizza and Pasta Show, the most important industry event in 
Europe.

The success of the previous editions of the Show has been tremendously positive. The Show, in fact, brings together the 
best of pizza and pasta industry and is the only industry event to focus on live cooking where the exhibitors and guests can 
demonstrate their best products to carefully selected buyers.

The pizza and pasta industry is dynamic and the European Pizza & Pasta Show gives everyone the opportunity to follow the 
changing trends and to launch the latest recipes and innovations. In each edition there are novelty products and equipment. 
This year there are two cooking stages hosting over 150 chefs and famous industry speakers. In addition to the Pizza Senza 
Frontiere European Pizza Championship, there will also be a new Acrobatic Pizza Show, but I won’t tell you more to leave you 
the pleasure to discover all the new and exciting programme of this unmissable event.

So, many thanks to Mr. Roger Shashoua and Stanislava Blagoeva, with all their Staff, for the very professional approach to 
this business and the entire organization.

Many thanks also to the P.A.P.A. Association - Partner of the organization - and to their “Pizza, Pasta and Italian Food 
magazine” with Jim Winship, for the effective collaboration in the organization.

the right answer to the growing market of Pizza and Pasta in Great Britain and, much more important, in Europe.

Cheers to PAPA members and to all the U.K. Restaurateurs and Pizza Chefs.

Enrico Famà
Director of
Ristorazione Italiana Magazine

FOREWORD
ENRICO FAMA
DIRECTOR
RISTORAZIONE  
ITALIANA MAGAZINE
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From the expertise of  MULINO CAPUTO,  
the perfect flour for creating AIRY and 

fragrant CRUSTS.

Perfect for ALL STYLES OF PIZZA and focaccia.

Nuvola creates an airy dough structure and a soft consistency, for a fragrant, 
tasty and light pizza. 100% natural, produced only from wheat. 

Nuvola can be used for doughs with preferments, such as biga and poolish, 
or with direct method doughs. A flour with a high fermentation capacity, 
available in two different versions: Nuvola, the soft one and Nuvola Super, 
the strongest variant. 

Nuvola is a versatile flour suitable for all styles of pizza: contemporary, al taglio, 
alla pala, classic  ...

Gives LIGHTNESS AND TASTE to the preparations.

The right flour for EVERY DOUGH METHOD.

Discover all our  
products and events on

www.mulinocaputo.it
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Welcome to Olympia National Hall, London!

Welcome to one of the most vibrant food shows on the London scene!

The European Pizza & Pasta Show, organised by IPR Events London Ltd in association with PAPA –Pizza, Pasta and Italian 
Food Association (UK) and supported by Visit Britain and Pizza Senza Frontiere, stays devoted to its name and concept, 
bringing together the best of pizza and pasta industry, focusing on live cooking, rather than traditional B2B trade show style, 
giving its participants a unique chance to demonstrate their best products.

A concept of live cooking show allows not only to connect exhibitors with perspective buyers, but also invites important 
players on its stage: pizza and pasta chefs, who represent the essence of Mediterranean cuisine, establish highest industry 
standards and launch new trends. 

Buyers and NPD teams from UK and Europe’s largest retailers, wholesalers, pizzerias and Italian restaurants, bars, pubs, 
hotels, catering companies as well as over 3,000 family run businesses have already pre-registered to visit. From the largest 
multiple units to the family run restaurants and delicatessen – all will come together to see, taste and hear about the latest 
products and innovation in the industry of pizza and pasta making. 

Following the dynamic changes in the industry itself, The European Pizza and Pasta Show goes through changes year on 

over 150 chefs and 15+ industry speakers. 

The 2019 European Pizza and Pasta Show promises to be greater, hotter and tastier than ever. If you are a buyer, food 
innovator, pizzaiolo, chef or you are planning to open your own restaurant business, come and join us! 

Wishing you all a successful European Pizza and Pasta Show!

Ava Blagoeva-Duschell
MD
The European Pizza and Pasta Show

FOREWORD
AVA
BLAGOEVA-
DUSCHELL
MD, THE EUROPEAN PIZZA 
AND PASTA SHOW
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Surgiva is a water which is only slightly 
mineralized and is classifi ed, owing to its 

ionic composition, as bicarbonate-calcium 

water.

It is suitable for low-sodium diets and can 

be a diuretic. It is only slightly mineralised: 

the low fi xed residue ( just 41.0 mg/l), which 

indicates the amount of minerals present 

in the water, makes it light, easily digestible 

and gives it a pleasantly neutral taste, which 

does not alter the taste of foods and wines.

And it is for this reason that AIS (the Italian 

Association of Sommeliers) has chosen it 

diets: high-sodium water or drinks are not 

from hypertension and it has been proved 

that an excess of sodium is one of the main 

causes of cellulite.

The very low levels of nitrates testifi es 

to the extraordinary purity of the source. 

Nitrates constitute a indicator of pollution, 

which can be either organic or inorganic, 

originating from industrial zones but in 

particular from nitrogenous fertilisers used 

in agriculture. Surgiva contains just 5.0 mg/l 

of nitrates; while the legal limit is 45 mg/l 

which is lowered to 10 mg/l in water for 

consumption by children.

The exceptional qualities of Surgiva are 

protected by its distinctive glass bottle, the 

packaging that it always dons to bring a 

touch of class to the tables of restaurants 

and wine bars, to be an accompaniment to 

good taste. 

Dry residue at 180 °C 0.041 g/l
Very low mineral content water
pH 6.8

Sodium (Na+) 0.001 g/l

Temperature at spring 6.9 °C

Nitrates (NO3-) 0.005 g/l

Ideal for low-sodium diets

Surgiva: an accompaniment to good taste

Exclusively at Prestige Food and Wine Ltd
www.prestigefoodandwine.com
www.prestigebuyonline.com
Tel: 020 8099 3949
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VISITOR INFORMATION
IN THE HEART OF LONDON

OLYMPIA LONDON

Conveniently located in the heart of the Capital, Olympia London is 
surrounded by a wealth of cultural institutions, parks, bars restaurants 
and places to stay.

We know you’ll enjoy your visit to our venues and have provided a 
guide below to help you decide what else to do during your stay.

SHOW OPENING TIMES

Wednesday            13th November:   12:00 - 18:00

Thursday                14th November:   10:00 - 18:00

Friday                      15th November:   10:00 - 14:00

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

We always recommend planning your journey in advance and checking for any travel disruptions before you leave.

Train & Tube
London Overground

Kensington (Olympia) is on the London Overground network. It’s one stop from Shepherd’s Bush (Central line) or West Brompton (District line). The 
venue is next to the station.

District Line: There is only a District line service from Earls Court on weekends; and throughout the week for some major events. Please check before 
you travel.
When travelling from Monday to Friday, you should change at West Brompton for a 2 minute Overground train to Kensington (Olympia). Alternatively 
West Kensington is an 8 minute walk away, and High Street Kensington is a 4 minute bus ride or 12 minute walk away.

Central Line: Change at Shepherd’s Bush for a 2 minute Overground train to Kensington (Olympia).

Piccadilly Line: Baron’s Court is a 9 minute walk away from Olympia London.

Hammersmith & City Line: Hammersmith Station is a 5 minute bus ride or 15 minute walk away. 

Circle Line: High Street Kensington is a 4 minute bus ride or 12 minute walk away. Hammersmith Station is an 5 minute bus ride or 15 minute walk 
away.

Bus: 9, 23, 27, 28, 49 & 391

The following buses all stop within a very short walking distance of the venue:

9 - runs to and from Aldwych and Hammersmith.    28 – runs to and from Kensal Rise and Wandsworth.
23 – runs to and from Great Western Road and Hammersmith.   49 – runs to and from White City and Clapham Junction.
27 – runs to and from Chalk Farm and Turnham Green.   391 – runs to and from Fulham and Richmond.  
 

EVENING ENTERTAINMENT

Olympia London is in the heart of the Capital and there is a wealth of traditional pubs, basement bars and chic restaurants in Notting Hill and 
Kensington.

GARDEN DRINKING
Spend those summer evenings in the comfort and expanse of one of the best beer gardens in London. The Queen’s Head in Brook Green is so close to 
Olympia London yet feels more like a rural idyll.
13 Brook Green / W6 7BL / TEL: 020 7603 3174

ICONIC TRADITION

you can’t miss it. There’s real ales, original features and genuine atmosphere.
119 Kensington Church Street / W8 7LN / Telephone: 020 7727 4242

SPLENDID SETTINGS

and unforgettable culinary experience.
off Abbotsbury Road / W8 6LU / Telephone: 020 7602 1238

DISCO DANCING

21 Notting Hill Gate / W11 3JQ / Telephone: 020 7460 4459

PRIVATE PARTIES
|blagclub| in Holland Park is a late night bar, specialising in private hires, and just a 5 minute walk away from Olympia London.
Basement, 11 Russell Gardens / Holland Road / W14 8EZ / Telephone: 07906 338 727



  SINCE 1963

OFFICIAL 
INDUSTRY 
SPONSORS

Kimbo have been making authentic Neapolitan 

coffee for over 50 years

We continuously develop new blends, embrace new 

technology and brewing methods, whilst always 

staying true to our roots   

We have full control of the coffee production 

process, from sourcing to roasting, so you’re 

guaranteed consistent high quality in every cup

In the UK we offer the full package, no matter how 

large or small your business is; barista training, 

ancillary products, branded crockery, espresso 

machines - all delivered with friendly, expert advice

Get in touch to find out how you can delight your customers 
with the real taste of Naples

WHERE TRADITION MEETS INNOVATION

DISCOVER OUR COFFEE

WWW.KIMBO.CO.UK
020 8743 8959
SALES@KIMBO.CO.UK

1963
1977

1988

2011

2018

MACHINES

GROUND 

COFFEE

COFFEE 

BEANS

CAPSULES 

& PODS

POS

BARISTA 

TRAINING





YEAST which has been  
part of OUR HISTORY. Forever.

A product that is naturally 100% ITALIAN.

The Caputo yeast guarantees 
high stability even in prolonged 
leavening over time.

Caputo yeast Other yeasts1 h 1,5 h 2 h 2,5 h

Fermentative stability analysis

With a PROLONGED FERMENTATIVE ABILITY.

The re-sealable tub makes it simpler to store than fresh yeast and  
it can be preserved for a long time, not requiring refrigeration.

Our yeast is fed only with natural Italian ingredients. It is suitable for all types  
of leavening and is also perfect for gluten-free preparations.

EASY to store and use.

Discover all our  
products and events on

www.mulinocaputo.it
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DAY 1 PROGRAMME

COOKING STAGE 1

14.00 - 14.45
WORKING WITH PAPA JOHN’S. QUALITY ASSURANCE AND
COMPLIANCE.

Phillip Quinn, 
Senior Director of QA( International ), PAPA John’s

15.00 - 16.00
THE MAKING OF ARANCINI. ENZO OLIVERI - ITALIAN
COOKING MASTERCLASS

16.15 - 17.15
MARCO FUSO’S PIZZA MASTERCLASS - MAKING DOUGH
WITH BIGA.

COOKING STAGE 2

12.00 - 12.30
THE 4TH EUROPEAN PIZZA & PASTA SHOW - OFFICIAL
OPENING CEREMONY 

12.30 - 13.30
TONY GEMIGNANI - PIZZA MASTER CLASS

13-time World Pizza Champion, master instructor at the 
international School of Pizza (USA), two-time Food Network 
gold medalist, owner and executive chef of several restaurants, 
restaurateur of 21 concepts, a multiple Guinness World Record 
holder, author and reality television personality.

13.30 - 14.30
THE WORLD PIZZA CHALLENGE FOR OVER 40S

14.30 - 15.15
PIZZA GOURMET WITH LUCIANO PASSERI AND TONY
GEMIGNANI

15.15 - 16.00
INNOVATION AS A KEY INGREDIENT TO YOUR SUCCESS

Randy Leibowitz, 
Global Food Regulatory Senior Counsel, PepsiCo
Steve Swindon, Operations Director, Loveseitan
Bryony Tinn-Disbury, Food Tech Founder, Jack & Bry

16.00 - 18.00
THE WORLD PIZZA CHALLENGE 2019: THE 2019
INTERNATIONAL ACROBATIC PIZZA SPINNING
CHAMPIONSHIP

• Tara Hattan – Andolini’s Pizzeria,  
Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA 

• Michael Reyes - Casanova –  Hearth Wood Fired Cuisine,  
Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA 

• Jerome Falco – Mimizan, France 

• Dario Viola - Pizzeria Catillo, London, England 

• Quentin Sauret – Pizzeria Le Golden,  
Le Puy-En Velay, Auvergne, France

THE
INTEEEE
CHAMAAAA
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DAY 2 PROGRAMME

COOKING STAGE 1

10.00 - 14.30
2019 PAPA PIZZA AND PASTA CHEF OF THE YEAR - FINALS

15.00 - 15.30
JIM WINSHIP, DIRECTOR OF PAPA ,IN CONVERSATION WITH
INDUSTRY LEGEND IAN NIELL, CEO OF HUSH HACHE AND
K10 RESTAURANTS

Ian Niell, CEO, Hush Hache and K10 Restaurants
Jim Winship, Director, PAPA

15.30 - 16.00
STERLITOM, OFFICILAL EPPS 2019 TOMATO SPONSOR,
PRESENT NEW PRODUCT FOR PIZZA-MAKERS.

Riccardo Ferri, Export/International Sales, Steriltom Srl

16.00 - 17.00
COOKING PASTA WITH AMATTO RULLO FROM SOCIETÀ
AGRICOLA MONTE MONACO

COOKING STAGE 2

10.00 - 10.30
“DODO PIZZA - HOW TO GROW FROM 0 TO 500+ UNITS IN 8
YEARS” WITH KIRILL VYRYPAEV, HEAD OF DODO PIZZA
EMEA

10.30 - 13.30
EUROPEAN PIZZA CHAMPIONSHIP 2019

13.30 - 14.30
EXCLUSIVE PIZZA MASTER CLASS WITH ALESSANDRO
CONDURRO, FOUNDER OF L’ANTICA PIZZERIA DA MICHELE

14.30 - 18.00
EUROPEAN PIZZA CHAMPIONSHIP FINALS AND AWARDS
CEREMONY

19.00
2019 PAPA INDUSTRY AWARDS DINNER 

AT THE ROYAL LANCASTER HOTEL LONDON
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DAY 3 PROGRAMME

COOKING STAGE 1

11.00 - 11.30
ARANCINI SICILIANI WITH FRANCESCA DASSORI FROM
DOLCE DELIA

12.00 - 12.45
PIZZA PILGRIMS - PERPETUAL PILGRIMAGE

Thom Elliot, Co-Founder, Pizza Pilgrims
James Elliot, Co-Founder, Pizza Pilgrims

13.00 - 13.45

IN CONVERSATION WITH ANDREW MCLEOD, FOUNDER OF
EMILIA’S CRAFTED PASTA

COOKING STAGE 2

10.00 - 11.00
COOKING ACADEMY WITH ANTONIO SORRENTINO,
EXECUTIVE CHEF AT ROSSOPOMODORO, AND DAVIDE
CIVITIELLO

11.30 - 12.30
PIZZA ACADEMY WITH LUCIANO PASSERI

12.30 - 13.15
PIZZA MASTER CLASS WITH GIUSEPPE CUTRARO,
EXECUTIVE PIZZA CHEF AT BIG MAMMA GROUP





EUROPEAN PIZZA CHAMPIONSHIP SPONSORED BY:

JUDGES

CHEFS COMPETITORS

Director of Education of Accademia Pizzaioli, the most important pizza school.
Chef de cuisine and PizzaChef since 1995 and 3 times winner of the “Campionato 
Mondiale della Pizza”.

LUCIANO PASSERI
SAMBUCETO - CHIETI - ITALY 

President of the “Institut Mondial de la Pizza”.
PizzaChef since 1977 and winner of many important pizza competitions.

THIERRY GRAFFAGNINO 
MOISSELLES - FRANCE

13-time World Pizza Champion, two-time Food Network gold medalist, PizzaChef 
and restaurateur of 21 concepts, pizza master instructor, author and reality 
television personality.

TONY GEMIGNANI
SAN FRANCISCO - USA

Winner of the 1st place in the World International Pizza Championship in Las 
Vegas, PizzaChef and Chef de Cuisine, he has been part of building pizza shops in 
different countries, several media appearances.

MIKE ARVBLOM 
SWEDEN

Pizza Chef and owner of Pizza Domino with 55 branches in Israel and owner of 
a dough factory, top 20 in the world of pizza, consultant and judge in the most 
important competitions all over the world.

RAANAN YOSSI NUSSEL 
ISRAEL

Antonio Pio Campanella    Italy

Mattia Paone     Italy

Daniele Conte     Italy

Paolo Bruno     Italy

Vito Giotta     Italy

Orazio Chiapparino    Italy

Claudio Bono     Italy

Enzo Pace     Italy

Corrado Bombaci    Italy

Dennis Colosimo    Italy

Giuseppe Villani     Italy

Vincenzo Rega     Italy

Raffaele Di Stasio    Italy

Jonah  Pole        UK

Nicolae Popa        UK

Antonino Ventrice       UK

Dario Viola        UK

Ciro Vitiello        UK

Andrea Di Letto        UK

Riccardo Birghillotti             Sweden

Amir Bozaghian              Sweden

Sebastien Sidole                               France

Vincent Michel                France

Olivier Le Cam                France

Luigi Dirma            Germany

Tonino Pisano            Germany

Nicola Diana                         Germany

Mike Bausch                                                                       USA

Will Grant                                                                            USA

Nick Bogacz                                                                        USA

Eric Von Hansen                                                                 USA

Tara Hattan                                                                         USA

Michael Athanasopoulos                                                USA

Michael  Reyes-Casanova                                                USA

Gino Rago                                                                            USA

Bruno Brunetti                                                                    USA

Dave Sommers                                                                   USA

Patrick Maggi                                                                     USA

Head Chef of the Sumosan Twiga in London he runs the kitchen and helps the 
Company in new restaurants openings in London. He has worked in some of the 
most prestigious restaurants in London and Italy.

MAURO DI LEO 
LONDON

Third generation of Neapolitan pizza chefs of his family, winner of numerous prizes 
and awards, from the Caputo S.T.G. trophy to the International Pizza Expo Las 
Vegas, with many appearance on Italian, American TV.

VINCENZO CAPUANO  
NAPLES – ITALY

Winner of the World Pizza Championship, owner of one of the most successful 
Pizza shops in Messina (Sicily). He is also a Pizza Freestyle Champion and founder 
of the Planet Acrobatic Pizza Team.

CARMELO GUARNERA  
ITALY

PizzaChef and Chef de cuisine, winner of many important competitions including 
the “Campionato Mondiale della Pizza”. In 2005 2nd Place in the Las Vegas Pizza 
World Games - Acrobatic Pizza. 

GIORGIO RIGGIO
LONDON

Instructor of Accademia Pizzaioli, the most important pizza school. Pizzaiolo since 
he was 19, he has participated in many important competitions with very good 
results.

MASSIMO COSTANZO
CARUGATE - MILANO - ITALY





 

Premium Italian 00 pizza flours and 
semolinas suitable for all types of 
pizza 

• Pizza Verace – high protein, medium 
...leavening, ideal for classic 
...Neapolitan, with a remarkable 
...golden, tasty crust

• Pizza Italiana – medium protein, daily 
...leavening, fragrant, tasty & easily 
...digested. Particularly good for 
...deep-dish

• Pizza Dorata –  high protein, long 
...leavening, great strength and 
...tightness. Produces a high, soft and 
...flavoured crust

A trusted partnership celebrating quality and consistency, directly 
from Italy to the UK

OUR MILLERS BEGAN TO GRIND WHEAT EVEN BEFORE PIZZA 
WAS INVENTED. 

Unit 2, Heywoods Industrial Park, Birds Royd 
Lane, Brighouse, HD6 1NA 

www.eurostarfoods.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1484 320 516
sales@eurostarfoods.co.uk

Grandi Molini Italiani and 
Eurostar Commodities

Founded over 100 years ago, the Costato family’s mills continue to create flours 
which meet the daily needs of thousands of industries, supermarkets, bakeries 
and pizzerias across the world. 

STAND 29
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PIZZA AND PASTA CHEF 
OF THE YEAR 2019 FINALISTS

Buenissimo! 

To be crowned Pizza or Pasta Chef of the Year is the ultimate accolade for UK pizza and pasta chefs. Join us for the Pizza and 
Pasta Chef of the Year Grand Final which will be held on Cooking Stage 1 from 10am on Thursday 14 November. 

WHITWORTH BROS L’AQUILA FLOUR TRADITIONAL MARGHERITA PIZZA

CONTESTANT NAME RECIPE

Mark Baber                 Wood Fire Dine - Rule Britalia!  

Pier Luigi Tony Macaroni - Special Buffalo Margherita

Ciro Vitiello Spizzapo - Regina Margherita

Gionathan Rite La Favorita - Traditional Margherita

Alessandro Averso Dough & Liquer - The Classic

Jonah Pole  Bath Pizza Co - Margherita Tradizionale

SUPERTOPS CHICKEN CHUNKS PIZZA 

CONTESTANT NAME RECIPE

Denis Vettesse Amore Restaurant - Pizza Mezza Luna

Dai Llewellyn  Greencore - Bitter Sweet Symphony

Mark Baber  Wood Fire Dine - The Smokestack

Daisie Morrison Pizza Hut - Creamy Chicken and Garlic Mushroom

Terry McLaughlin  Carriages Bistro - Gourmet Don

Jonah Pole Bath Pizza Co - Pollo e Pesto

THEO  
RANDALL
CELEBRITY CHEF  
& RESTAURATEUR

ENZO
OLIVERI
TV CELEBRITY 
CHEF AND 
RESTAURATEUR

MARCO
FUSO
LONDON 
INTERNATIONAL 
PIZZA SCHOOL

MICHAEL
EYRE
CULINARY 
DIRECTOR

OUR JUDGES
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CONTESTANT NAME RECIPE

Andrew Lewis Suffolk Stonehouse - Woodton

Dario Viola La Giocanda - Veghi

Mark Baber Wood Fire Dine - The Millennial Special

Davide Medda Purezza - The Laughing Pig

Guionathan Rite La Favorita - The earthy Pizza

Brigi Stanber Pizzaface - Art / Beets

EBROFROST PAPPARDELLE PASTA

CONTESTANT NAME RECIPE

Christopher Beavis RAF - Pappardelle of Celeriac, Fennel and garlic

Mary Lloyd  The Cooking Pot - Pappardelle alla Bolognese

Giacomo Vitale Tony Macaroni - Pappardelle Italian Love

Marco Lentino Rossopomodoro - The Garden Sea

Uberto Scarpati Pizzeria Mamma Mia Jerico - Autumn in Ischia

Richard Mattock Kirklees Council - Rabbit and Chicken Roulade Pappardelle

EBROFROST RIGATONI “FREE FROM” PASTA 

CONTESTANT NAME RECIPE

Marco Lentino Rossopomodoro - Sweet and little Salty

Gio Scofeno Purezza - Rigatoni alla Scapece

Mario Ivan Russo Tony Macaroni - The Garden Choise

Micheal Todaro-Vassallo Donatellos - Senza

Marco Lentino Rossopomodoro - Cabbage Harmony

Owen Aron Greencore - The Spicy Carbonara Sweet Potato

“FREE FROM” PIZZA

ARLA MOZZARELLA CHEESE PIZZA

CONTESTANT NAME RECIPE

Jonah Pole  Bath Pizza Co - Mozzarella e Pesco

Brigi Stanber Pizzaface -  Pecora

Mark Baber Wood Fire Dine - Arla’ve A Stuffed Crust

Gionathan Rite  La Favorita - The upside down Margherita

Denis Vettese Amore Restaurant - Pizza Arla

Paul Lloyd The Cooking Pot - I Sapori Dell Italia



www.al-forno.it

D E S I G N
Oven design
Flue system design
Restaurant layouts
Planning applications

S U P P L Y
Italian imported ovens
Flues
High temp. extraction fans
Odour abatement systems

S U P P L Y
Construction

Electrical
GASSAFE

A F T E R C A R E
Flue clean
Fan clean
Oven service
GASSAFE checks

Come and visit us at Stand 31E showcasing our 
Alforno 1 DEFRA approved Neapolitan Oven

The complete solution for your Pizza Restaurant

With over 120 pizza restaurants as customers, coupled with 

unrivalled expertise in delivering these aspects of your project.
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EXHIBITOR LIST WITH STAND NUMBERS
LET’S PIZZA 15B

ACCADEMIA PIZZAIOLI 6

ACETO BALSAMICO DEL DUCA 56

AGRICOLA F.LLI GALATI 31D

AGRIFORM SOC. COOP .AGR. 56

AGRIOIL SPA 56

ALFA PRO 29A

ALFORNO PROFESSIONAL OVENS 31E

AMARETTI VIRGINIA SRL 56

API-TECH 58A

ARLA 58

AURICCHIO GENNARO S.P.A 56

AV BAKING  18

BARILLA 40

BELMONTE FRITTO MISTO LTD  28C

BIBITE POLARA SRL 56

BP PROSCIUTTI S.R.L. SOCIO UNICO 56

BRE.MAGROUP SRL 56

CAPREOLUS FINE FOODS LTD 31B

CARNEVALE 40

CASA JULIA 42

CASA MARRAZZO 53

CATER-BAKE 26B

CHIMFLUE 38B

CIBOSANO 56

CLAI CARNE & SALUMI S.C.A. 56

COMPAGNIA ALIMENTARE ITALIANA 37A

CONSORZIO LATTERIE VIRGILIO SOC. AGR. COOP. 56

CORE & PIZZA 40

DEGA 40

DELITALIA 53

DELIVITA LTD 27

DOLCE DELIA 28

EBIKE4DELIVERY 14

EDGE OVENS 29A

ELIANI 30A

EMILIO MAURI S.P.A 56

ESPOSITO FORNI 31

ESSEX STOVES 52C

ESTOM 16A

EUROSTAR COMMODITIES 29

EXODRAFT 38B

FAYREFIELD FOODS 18B

FIASCONARO SRL 56

FIRE & ICE 17A

FOLLOW YOUR HEART 39

FORNI GRAZIOSI 28C

FRUTTIBOSCO SOC. COOPERATIVA A R.L. 56

FURLOTTI & C. S.R.L 56

GI METAL 39A

GOZNEY 27B

GOURMEAT 53

GRANDI MOLINI ITALIANI 29

GRECI 27B

GUALERZI SPA 56

HELLO MENU 8

I BIBANESI 53

IL GELATO DI ARIELA 42A

INTRA FOOD SRL 56

IPAFOOD SRL 27A

ITALICATESSEN UK 25B

JACK & BRY 37B

JESTIC LTD 29A

KIMBO SPONSORS LOUNGE

KUMA FORNI 31C

LA PASTAIA 16B

LATTERIA DI SOLIGO 30B

LATTERIA MONTELLO S.P.A. 56

LATTERIA SORRENTINA 27B

LEONCINI S.R.L 56

LISA BEER 37

RPF FOOD LTD. 42B

LOVESEITAN 17B

MALETTI 53

MAMMAFIORE LONDON 43

MARANA FORNI 30A

MENABREA 53

METCALFE CATERING EQUIPMENT LTD 16B

MOBI PIZZA OVENS 31

MOLINO CAPUTO 41

MOLINO DALLAGIOVANNA 27B

MOLINO PASINI SPA 26A

MOLINO PIANTONI 16
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EXHIBITOR LIST WITH STAND NUMBERS
MOLINO SCOPPETTUOLO 39B

MONTANARI & GRUZZA 56

MORELLO FORNI 28A

MP FORNI 39B

MUTTI SPA 56

NATURALLY MADE OF ITALY 55A

NELSON CATERING EQUIPMENT 55

OROPAN SPA 56

PAPA  33

PASTA RUMMO 27B

PASTIFICIO ALFIERI SRL 56

PASTIFICIO DI MARTINO GAETANO & F.LLI SPA 56

PETRA SRL 54

PIZZA LOVERS 11

PMQ 20

POLSELLI 40

PRESTIGE FOOD AND WINE LTD 12

QUALITOPS 15A

QUANTUM TECHNICAL SERVICES 26

REGA 27B

RICOCREM COZZO SRL 56

ROVAGNATI 27B

RPF FOOD LTD  42B

SALCIS SAS DI MORBIDI A&C 56

SALVO 1968 27B

SAMMONTANA  4

SAN VINCENZO 27B

SANTAGATA 1907 SPA 56

SCUOLA BIANCA 52F

SMART PIZZA 58A

SOCIETÀ AGRICOLA FOSSA MALA SRL 11

SOCIETÀ AGRICOLA MONTE MONACO 10

SOMERCET 29A

STERILTOM SRL 17

STRANESE 40

SUPERTUFFMENUS 37B

SURGITAL 53

SURGIVA 12

SVEBA DAHLEN 29A

SWEETHEAT TECHNOLOGY 15

TRANSA 12

TUTTO CALABRIA DI A.CELLI SRL 56

VALCOLATTE SRL 56

VICENZI BISCOTTI SPA 56

VIOLIFE 38

VITAMIX 29A

WHITE’S FOODSERVICE EQUIPMEN 30A

WOOD STONE 29A

XLT 30A

ZIO PEPE 29A

PRE-BOOK AT EARLY BIRD RATE!
SECURE THE BEST LOCATION FOR 2020

THE 5TH 
EUROPEAN 

PIZZA & PASTA 
SHOW™

11-12 NOVEMBER 2020
ExCeL London

SAVE THE DATE !

Contact the EPPS team:

Tel: +44(0) 20 7352 4356
e-mail: bookastand@pizzapastashow.com

in association with:

®

Supported by:
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THANK YOU TO ALL SPONSORS AND 
PARTNERS



EPPS 2019
EXHIBITORS
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We entered the homes of Italian families 
through a traditional process, guaranteeing 
food security, circular economy processes and 
a social presence in the territory.

An ethics increasingly appreciated even outside 
our country.

www.latteriasoligo.it

JESTIC
STAND 29A

Visitors to the Jestic stand (29A) at this year’s 
European Pizza & Pasta Show will have the 
opportunity to see cutting-edge technology 
and innovation from world-class equipment 
manufacturers including Wood Stone, Edge, 
Alfa Pro, Somerset and Vitamix – along with 
professional pizza tools from Zio Pepe. 

Jestic will also be launching the exciting new 
high temperature P601 Sveba-Dahlen electric 
deck oven, which can bake genuine Neapolitan 

So, whether you’re looking for the authenticity 

the speed of a conveyor oven, Jestic is able to 
provide the solution. 

For those looking for dough processing, and 
commercial blending equipment, the Somerset 
and Vitamix equipment portfolios are designed 
to deliver precision and speed in a busy 
commercial kitchen environment.

As a long term supporter of the European Pizza 
& Pasta Show Jestic is proud to be sponsoring 
the cooking stages which will host both the 

the 2019 European Pizza Championships.

www.jestic.co.uk

PAPA
STAND 33 

Bio The Pizza Pasta & Italian Food Association 
is a company limited by guarantee established 
to promote the interests of the UK pizza, pasta 
and Italian Food industry and its members, all 
of whom are involved in, or connected with, 
the pizza, pasta and Italian food industry. The 
Association is a non-commercial and non-

by a commercially responsible Secretariat.
 
The Pizza, Pasta & Italian Food Association 
(PAPA) was originally formed in 1977 as the 
Pizza Association, but changed its name to 
include pasta and Italian foods in the late 
1980s. Today the association is the only formal 
trade body in the UK representing the broad 
pizza, pasta and Italian food and drink industry.
 
Whether your business is a major high 
street name or a thriving independent, the 
PAPA Awards are an opportunity for gaining 
recognition as well as promotion. The awards 
recognise excellence in all aspects of the 
market from designing pizzas to making and 
selling pasta products. We will be scouring the 
country for the very best examples of pizza, 
pasta and Italian food.

www.papa.org.uk

MOLINO CAPUTO
STAND 41 

Caputo began in Naples, at the very heart of 
countryside culinary culture.
Since 1924, we have worked wheat with 
generosity and passion so as to offer 
professionals and baking connoisseurs the very 
best in quality flour, produced with great respect 
for the raw ingredients and traditions.

The experience developed over three 
generations of Master Neapolitan Millers means 
we can guarantee extremely high standards of 
quality so that expert restaurateurs and skilled 
artisans can express their creativity to their full 
potential.

The quality and value of our products is 
recognised and appreciated all around the 
world, thanks to our ability to preserve the 
natural authenticity of flavours. 

This is achieved using innovative processing 
techniques which still respect all the oldest 
traditions, which require the use of wheat 
alone, skilfully selected and mixed using a slow 
grinding process.

Prestige, spontaneity and tradition.
This is the art of Caputo, the only Mill in Naples.

www.molinocaputo.it
info@molinocaputo.it

LATTERIA DI SOLIGO
STAND 30B 

Among the enchanting Venetian hills, recently 
declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site, 
Latteria Soligo was born in 1883.

A story that continues today: Latteria Soligo is a 
cooperative of milk producers members, where 
cows enjoy comfortable spaces and a balanced 
diet, producing superior quality milk.

Its collection and transformation is governed 
by the members to maintain the peculiarities 
of a dairy tradition that made products able to 
respond to the needs and desires of today’s 
consumers who are looking for authenticity, 
goodness and well-being. 

In fact, our products don’t contain preservatives 
or additives, the ingredients are only milk, salt, 
and rennet, nothing else. 

Specialty Guaranteed) and DPO (Denomination 
of Protected Origin) recognitions and, moreover, 
an Organic line and a Lactose-Free one.

EPPS 2019 EXHIBITORS:
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On the table was a freshly-baked pizza, and 
there was also the desire to enjoy it with a good 
glass of wine. From that day onwards, thanks 
to the support and expertise of a team of 
winemakers, the task of creating a totally new 
type of wine began: fresh, young and light. The 
perfect wine for the best pizza! Combining wine 
with pizza is a growing trend which many are 
curious to try out.

Young, fresh wines are the most suitable!

We suggest you to enjoy the different wines 
matching them with different style of Pizza, as 
Peperoni, Mushroom, Salami and several other 
you like.

Fossa Mala, located in a strip of land between 
the mountain Alps and the Adriatic sea, only 
80 kilometres north - east from the city Venice. 
Fossa Mala is a young and modern estate 
winery with 36 hectares of vineyards planted 
in the spring of 2003. The total production is 
130.000 bottles per year, with 50% of red and 
50% of white wines.

The varieties grown in the estate are 
international, as Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Pinot 
Grigio, Cabernet and Merlot, and indigenous as 
Friulano, Traminer Aromatico and Refosco.

www.fossamala.it

COMPAGNIA ALIMENTARE ITALIANA SPA
STAND 37A

Compagnia Alimentare Italiana is probably 
world’s most innovative company in the olive oil 

We are a dynamic industrial organization, which 
is both flexible and reliable, and capable of fully 
meeting its customers’ needs by remaining 
faithful to the motto &quot;big enough to serve, 
small enough to care.&quot;

Our invention process is unstoppable, 
continuous, relentless. Our desire for 
anticipating consumers’ needs, for their health 
or simply for their pleasure, is juts never 
appeased.
We have antennas all over the world. We look 
and listen what all generations in every nation 
communicate and we try hard to interpreter 

Prestige food and Wine prides itself in the 
ability to offer tailored services maintained 
by the traditional face to face interaction with 
our experienced reps while at the same time, 
providing the full range of products online at the 
most competitive prices without compromising 
quality. “We think of our customers as partners 
in that we understand and appreciate that their 
success and our success are all a part of the 
same story.” – Massimo Puzone- MD

www.prestigebuyonline.com

STERLITOM SRL
STAND 17

Steriltom is a family-owned company which 
for 4 generations has been worked in the 
processed tomato industry. It is the biggest 
European leader specialized in the production 
and sales of Crushed Tomato for the industrial 
and food service channels and has been the 

market the Bag in Box packaging (aseptic bag).

In 2018, with the acquisition of a new factory in 
the province of Ferrara and the creation of the 
new company “Italtom”, Steriltom is now able 
to process over 300.000 tons of fresh tomato, 
offering also other tomato derivatives such 
as diced tomatoes, tomato purée and tomato 
paste. Currently Steriltom is present in over 80 
countries and serve more than 700 customers 
worldwide.

www.steriltom.com

SOCIETÀ AGRICOLA FOSSA MALA SRL
STAND 11

imagined whilst sitting around a table at the 
Fossa Mala winery.

GI METAL
STAND 39A

For over 30 years Gi.metal has been 
manufacturing professional tools for hospitality 
industry:  pizza peels, tools for pizza preparing, 
serving and delivering, trolleys  for  restaurants 
and hotels.

Every  product  is  designed for making the 
customer work easier, supporting his needs and 
requests.

Gi.Metal. key words

Gi.metal’s numbers:

4500 mq of manufacturing facility in the heart 
of Tuscany

85.000 pizza peels produced in one year

85 Countries worldwide

40 Events and International Exhibitions per year

www.gimetal.it

PRESTIGE FOOD AND WINE LTD

Prestige Food and Wine Ltd supplies Italian 
food products and wines right across the 
catering industry - From the sole mobile pizza 
trader to small chains of restaurants, pubs and 
deli shops.

 Servicing the Pizza industry however is 
Prestige’s strength since it offers a complete 
suite of services and products from original 
Napolitan pizza making consultancy to special 
flours, ingredients, personalised pizza boxes 
and even purpose-sourced pizza oven wood in 
many types and sizes.



FOR EVERY £1 DONATED, WE SAVE £5 OF FOOD

53 TONNES OF FOOD A WEEK, 6.5 MILLION MEALS A YEAR

home. We deliver enough food for over 18,000 meals each day.

North London and West London. Our suppliers include supermarkets, 

and deliver to around 310 charities and schools.
over 400 active volunteers who drive, walk or cycle to collect food from suppliers 
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in 1988. The experience of almost 30 years 
has allowed to develop a successful teaching 
method and now Accademia Pizzaioli is 
the most important Italian and international 
pizza school with more than 100 locations 
throughout Italy and abroad. Accademia 
Pizzaioli respects tradition, but is also open 
to novelties and offers basic pizza courses 
and specialized and highly specialized pizza 
courses.

www.accademia-pizzaioli.it

PIZZA, PASTA AND ITALIAN FOOD MAGAZINE
STAND 33

Pizza Pasta & Italian Food magazine is the 
trade magazine of the UK’s well-established 
Pizza Pasta & Italian Food Association (www.
papa.org.uk). The magazine and association 
respectively report on, and represent, the 
interests of a variety of well-known businesses 
and brands (both chain and independent) 
in this growing and dynamic sector (Italian 
restaurants, pizza delivery and takeaway 
operators, as well as ready-meal manufacturers 
and the associated equipment and ingredient 
supply chain that all rely upon).
 
Pizza Pasta & Italian Food is the trade 
magazine of the UK’s Pizza Pasta & Italian 
Food Association (which celebrated its fortieth 
anniversary in 2017). Starting out as the 
Pizza Press in the early 1980s, the magazine 
soon established itself as a unique source of 
news and information for those in the UK’s 
burgeoning Italian food and restaurant trade – a 
distinction is has maintained to this day.
 
Over the years, the magazine has reported on 

such as Pizza Hut, Domino’s and Pizza Express, 
alongside many cutting-edge independents who 
have also made their mark. More recently, it has 

the continuing drive to bring authentic Italian 
products and dishes to UK palates.

www.papa.org.uk

them to create the product that respond to their 

Our spirit was always driven to avoid 
competition and rather creating new markets 
segments with products that did not exist 
before: we produce spray oils 100% natural, 
without gas propellant or additives.

www.alimentareitaliana.it

KIMBO
SPONSORS LOUNGE

The Kimbo story begins over 50 years ago, 
when three brothers Francesco, Gerardo, and 
Elio Rubino started roasting coffee in their 
father’s bakery in Naples.

Café do Brasil SPA was set up in 1963 and 
soon became one of the most important coffee 
roasting houses  in Europe.
Their coffee became famous all over Italy and 
the world thanks to the  “Kimbo” trademark 
which was launched in 1971   in fact, in 1994 
Cafè do Brasil ranked second in the retail sector 
of the Italian market for packaged coffee, a 
position that it still holds today.

The journey continues in the UK...
Our London-based team have selected the 

market.
We supply these for the consumer to enjoy 

nationwide.

www.kimbo.co.uk

ACCADEMIA PIZZAIOLI
STAND 6

Accademia Pizzaioli is Enrico Famà’s Pizza 

PMQ PIZZA MAGAZINE
STAND 30C

PMQ.Pizza Magazine  (PMQ.com). The Worlds 
Leading Website for the Pizza Business.
Magazine, Website, Newsletter, Social Media 
and Think Tank. Join the largest peer group of 
pizza professionals at pmq.com/tt

PizzaTV   “When Pizza Happens We’re There”
Watch PizzaTV on Roku or at PizzaTV.com. 
Follow PMQ Pizza Magazine and they discover 
the people behind the pizza.

Learn about the styles, the food, fun and the 
culture of pizza.

www.pmq.com

AGRICOLA F.LLI GALATI
STAND 31D

mantains those criteria of quality and 
authenticity that allow our products to 
distinguish themselves from other dairy 
products. Genuiness is our distinctive brand and 

products.

The factory is the outcome of the work that 
has been handed down from father to son 
and which owes its success to the synergy 
among the family members who work there. 
We produce mozzarella, ricotta, typical Sicilian 
cheese like: Plain Tuma Primo Sale, Plain 
Tuma Primo Sale with pepper, Caciocavallo 
and Ricotta Cream useful to stuff cakes and 
pastry. The factory is located in Palermo, in the 
south of Italy, but our products are shipped and 
advertised all over the world, having customers 
who appreciate the integral flavors offered by 
nature
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AV BAKING SRL
STAND 18

AV Baking is an international, reliable and 
professional point of reference for the bakery, 
pizzeria and pastry . The offer includes a wide 
and varied range of mixers , semi-industrial and 
industrial  totally made in Italy with a two-year 
warranty, always available in stock, to guarantee 
easy quick delivery, a flexible and safe logistics 
service.

Thanks to  founders  decades of experience 
and the constant research and development 
for supplying  innovative machinery with 
technological features, AV Baking offers the 

customers in every single step of the catering 
planning: from the design of the laboratories 
to the consultant for the new opening, training 
on dough mixing and pizza/bread processing 
recipes.

www.avbaking.it

CAPREOLUS FINE FOODS LTD.
STAND 31B

Capreolus Fine Foods Ltd. (Stand 31B) is 
leading the new wave of charcuterie producers 
in the UK.  They make a wide range of 
charcuterie in West Dorset inspired by the 
classic European products. Many of these are 
perfect for serving on Charcuterie Boards, for 
pasta sauces, or as toppings on pizzas.                                                              

This year their efforts have been recognised 
in the Great Taste Awards, the leading 
international competition for food excellence. 
There were 12,772 entries into Great Taste 
from 104 countries.  Only 208 products were 
awarded the highest 3-stars and Capreolus 
were awarded 4 of those for their Guanciale, 
Coppa, Chorizo, and Smoked Mutton.

Their Guanciale (the classic ingredient in 

With the company’s in-house engineering 
department, API Tech manufactures its 
distributors from A to Z. Whether at a technical 
level or a practical level, the engineers and 
technicians, experts in industrial mechanics and 
IT, work all together for a successful work.

Company based in Pompey – France. Overall 
turnover for 2018, 3.3M€ and expecting 9M€ 
for 2019.

www.smart-pizza.fr

ARLA PRO
STAND 58

With roots tracing back to 1864, Arla is a 
farmer-owned cooperative home to some of the 
UK’s leading dairy brands. Not only is Arla the 
UK’s number one dairy company, by turnover 
and milk pool, it is the largest supplier of both 
butter and spreads and cheese in the country.

Arla Pro is the brand name for all foodservice 
products from Arla Foods. This includes our 
new back of house range as well as Arla’s 
leading dairy brands such Cravendale, Anchor, 
Lurpak and Castello.

Arla Pro will bring you menu ideas and insights, 
along with innovative business solutions 
and promotions. We will provide you with an 
up-to-date feed of on-trend recipes and menu 
solutions to support your business, as well as 
practical cost-cutting strategies and ideas on 
how to make the most of the Arla story.

Put simply: Arla Pro is a complete range 
of natural, quality dairy products with the 
professional chef in mind.

www.arlafoods.co.uk

ALFORNO
STAND 31E

Alforno are the only UK Company that can 
supply and install a complete package for your 
pizza restaurant.

From Planning consultation, supply and 
installation of pizza oven, flue, extraction 
system and odour abatement system through 
to an aftercare servicing.

With over 120 pizza restaurants as customers, 

with local authorities, we have unrivalled 
experience in delivering all these aspects of 
your project.

Showcasing our DEFRA approved Alforno 
Professional Oven, an Italian imported 1200mm 
Neapolitan oven with ‘Saputo Biscotti’ floor that 
cooks true Neapolitan pizza, and our soon to be 
launched Smoke Removing System.

www.al-forno.it

API-TECH
STAND 58A

The automated distributors developed by 
API Tech (created in 2004 and specialised in 
electrics, automated machines, industrial IT and 
development of special machines) are growing 
consistently and has reached more than 100 
machines operating in France.

In August 2018, API Tech has opened a trade 

Smart Pizza that is an automatic distributor 
where 96 pre-cooked pizzas can be stocked. 

the clients order a pizza. Operators side, the 
machine can be managed remotely with the AT 
Web app
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an authentic Carbonara sauce) went on to 
be named the Charcuterie Product of the 
Year.  They also make a Pork & Wild Venison 
Pepperoni which has been shortlisted for this 
year’s PAPA awards in the New Ingredient 
category.

CARNEVALE
STAND 40

Product Range:
Carnevale are manufacturers of mozzarella, 
ricotta and specialist Italian cheeses, meat 
products and fresh pasta. We are also 
importers of the complete range of chilled, 
ambient and frozen, (predominantly) Italian 
foods, beverages and provisions. These include 
cheeses, meat products, pasta, oils, biscuits, 
flours, sauces, condiments, olives, coffee, 
vegetables, wine, spirits and other beverages.

History:
Carnevale was founded by two brothers, 
Carmine and Giovanni Carnevale, in central 
London in 1966. It has grown from a small 
scale local producer of fresh mozzarella, to 
a national supplier, and mass-producer of 
various forms of mozzarella, ricotta, pasta 
and fresh Italian sausages. Carnevale remains 
a family-run business and throughout the 
years has added to its manufactured lines by 
importing continuously more from Italy. Its 
current portfolio of products boast over 3,000 
lines which are distributed all over the country 
by Carnevale’s own fleet of vehicles, which set 
off daily from one of their six depots. In the past 
15 years Carnevale has acquired other food 
companies (namely Pronto Provisions, J&G 
Italian Foods and Valerios Olimpia) and works in 
partnership with Belloni, www.delicatezza.co.uk 
and Pasta & Pasta.

Location:
Carnevale House, 107, Blundell Street, Kings 
Cross, London, N7 9BN.
We also have depots in Bristol, Bedford, 

www.carnevale.co.uk/

CASA JULIA PLC
STAND 42

Casa Julia was founded in 1976 by Enzo 
Santomauro who still runs the business today, 
and we import and distribute beverages and 
food. Davide Civitiello, pizzaiolo and Caputo 
Pizza Trophy winner will be at the Casa Julia 
stand demonstrating his pizza-making skills 
using Caputo flour and a variety of toppings, 
all of which you can purchase from Casa Julia.  
We are the proud importers of the entire range 
of Caputo flour; Caputo have been milling flour 
in Naples since 1924 and Caputo “00” flour is 
the leading brand in both Italy and America. 
We also import and distribute pasta, olive oil, 
cheese, meats, tomatoes, olives, condiments, 
spices and coffee – everything that your 
pizzeria needs! Enzo and Davide will be 
delighted to meet you so please come and visit 
us at Stand 42 and sample a world-class pizza 
made entirely from ingredients that you can 
order directly from Casa Julia.

www.casajulia.co.uk

CATER-BAKE
STAND 26B

Cater-Bake is a family business providing 
quality pizza, pasta, bakery and cooking 
equipment to foodservice outlets since 1994. 
Stocking a range of pizza ovens, dough mixers, 
pasta machines and more, Cater-Bake is the 
sole UK supplier for well-known international 

Focusing on delivering excellent customer 
service and developing positive customer 
relationships, Cater-Bake launched a new 
showroom and cooking centre earlier this year, 
CaterBase, which allows chefs and bakers 
to trial the equipment on show. Being in the 
industry for 25 years, Cater-Bake serves as 
a trusted and reliable working partner for 
businesses all over the UK. 

stand 26B at The European Pizza & Pasta Show.

www.cater-bake.co.uk

CHIMFLUE
STAND 38B

Chimflue are the specialists in the design, 
supply and installation of extract systems for 
pizza ovens. We are the UK distributors of 
SMOKI, the fantastic smoke abatement system 
from Italy. This device can be installed inside 
or outside the restaurant to help reduce the 
amount of soot discharged to atmosphere, as 

With over 30 years of experience in the 
industry, we can provide technical advice 
and assistance from the early stages of your 
project, right through to full on-site installation. 
Our experienced engineers cover the whole 

many of the big names in pizza equipment and 
restaurant chains. Visit us on stand 18 to see 
how we can help with the extract design for 
your pizza restaurant.

www.chimflue.co.uk

CIBOSANO LIMITED
STAND 56

Cibosano is a specialist importer and distributor, 
working closely with producers across all 
regions of Italy. We have recently acquired 
Fratelli Camisa Ltd, a historic family business 
dating back 1929. Our combined ethos to 
select top quality products from all regions and 
to source artisan foods that cannot be found 
anywhere else means that our portfolio of small 
family run businesses in the Italian countryside 
has added more value to our offerings.
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“glamping”, stylishly replacing the traditional 
barbeque. It takes only 25 minutes to reach 
a temperature of 450 °C and can reach up 

pizza in just 90 seconds but is also suitable 
for roasting, baking and smoking, making it a 
favourite among professional chefs. It has even 
inspired its own recipe book: Fired Up – Wood 
Oven Cooking, which features dishes such 
as Chateaubriand and smoked slow-cooked 
salmon.

www.delivita.co.uk

EBIKE4DELIVERY
STAND 14

Ebike4Delivery is a Dutch company specialized 
in electric mobility for delivery services. With 
more than 20 years of experience in developing 
and selling E-bikes, we know exactly what 
delivery services are looking for in a delivery 
bike. We continually update our products using 
the latest trends and newest technologies.

That’s why we’ve developed the third generation 
DeliverEbike. With this new generation 
DeliverEbike, we’ve solved the known “flaws” of 
the earlier generations, making this the ultimate 
solution for your delivery services. It’s stronger 
and built to handle heavy-duty deliveries on a 
daily basis.

Ebike4Delivery offers a total package carefree 
delivery service consisting of several options 

products and services, we became very 
popular not only with many fast-food chains, 
but also other branches like postal-companies 
and hotels. We are the largest delivery bike 
distributor in Europe, with distribution in 15 
countries worldwide.

www.ebike4delivery.uk

The Concept

Initially the comprehensive multi temperature 
offering is at 5,500 quality products for next day 
delivery and through DAC the ability to source 
a further 12,000 products, on a pre-order basis, 
for delivery the following week. In a few words 
‘Delitalia can supply everything available in Italy 
to run your restaurant’, thus creating the true 
flavours and passion involved in traditional and 
modern Italian Cuisine.

The Range

The Arco, Arcoro, Arcogel and Veritasrange of 
products feature heavily in the product guide 
– these are the specialist own brand range of 
Delitalia and DAC.

“They represent the largest single private label 
of Italian high quality products in the UK.”

The Service

in a large fleet of dedicated Multi Temperature 
vehicles covering an area from the south coast 
of England to Inverness in Scotland. Delitalia 
also supply a network of Italian distributors 
nationally so you can always be assured that 
the range of specialist Italian products are 
available to you wherever you may be in the UK. 

days we can service your business.

www.delitalia.co.uk

DELIVITA LTD
STAND 27

FOOD AND FAMILY are at the heart of life for 
Joe Formisano, founder of DeliVita. Inspired 
by his Italian heritage and a love of cooking, 

He had experienced the frustration of using 

to heat up.

At only 30kg these ovens are portable and 
designed to withstand the UK climate; their 
sleek looks are suited to the most bespoke 
designer outdoor kitchen, whilst for fans of 

This includes our branded Fresh Pasta Made 
in Italy with free range eggs and various 

moreish Truffle and Porcini. All available in retail 
and catering trays.

Cibosano’s extensive range of selected 
Italian food products are supplied across the 
wholesale, retail, catering and industry sectors 
with the aim to deliver quality goods at a 
competitive price point.  

We place at the forefront our customer’s needs! 

www.cibosano.co.uk

DELITALIA
STAND 53

Innovators of Italian Food Solutions

Delitalia consists of a team of dedicated 
individuals specialising in the Foodservice 
market. We are Innovators of Italian Food 
Solutions, bringing Italy closer to the 
Restaurateur.

The three areas of Delitalia are headed up 
Martino Mainiero who takes care of Sales and 
Marketing, Tony Turner who is the Operations 
expert providing outstanding customer service, 

who looks after the Italian buying arm and is 
based in Brescia, Northern Italy. These three 
people came together in September 2004 to 
form Delitalia.

Our Mission Statement

With service always at the forefront of this new 
concept of ‘Italian Foodservice’, our mission 
statement is quite apt in stating:

‘Delitalia intend to be the guardian angel to you, 
our busy client, in ensuring that we take out the 
stress that others may create!’

This has proved to be one of our winning 
formulae in providing a ‘can do’ culture. Tony 
and his team have been key in maintaining 
the mind-set of outstanding customer service, 
reflected in our entire customer facing 
personnel.
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EXODRAFT
STAND 38B

Exodraft high temperature chimney fan for 

baking result and no smoke in the kitchen! In 

equipment and stoves are situated in the same 
kitchen.

In these cases, high-capacity extractor hoods 
above the cooking range can interfere with the 
natural draught in the chimney of the wood-

into the kitchen. The result? A kitchen full of 
smoke and unsanitary particles.An exodraft 
chimney fan ensures an optimal draught in the 
chimney, resulting in a kitchen and restaurant 
without smoke and bad odours. At the same 
time the fan makes sure that you always have 
a consistent draught which helps you achieve 
consistent cooking results.

www.exodraft.co.uk

FAYREFIELD FOODS
STAND 18B

marketing company specialising in the supply 
of commodity dairy products, premium added 
value ranges and healthy eating products. 
We are one of the UK’s largest independent 
dairy companies internationally recognised as 
experts in brand management and innovation in 
the food sector.

We offer manufacturers an entry to UK and 
European markets, bespoke brand development 
and new product development packages. 

retailers, independent retailers, food service 
outlets and to the food manufacturing industry 
across the UK and Europe.

NCMG are in the unique position to offer the 
client a bespoke level of service tailored to their 
needs at a local or national level. All appropriate 
schedules of work, risk assessments and 

audit trail reducing the client’s administration 
time through an internal standardised 
administrative system.  Public Liability and 
Professional Indemnity insurance is available 
upon request

www.ncmg.co.uk

ESTOM LTD.
STAND 16A

Estom is a London based family business, 

the foodservice, wholesale, retail, catering, 
manufacturing and processing sectors in the 
UK.
Please talk to us about…
- pizza toppings
- pizza bases
- topped pizzas
- pizza snacking lines  
Whether chilled or frozen; different shapes, 
dimensions, and sizes; made in Italy and/
or elsewhere in Europe; with real quality 
credentials (being long rested dough, hand 
stretched, hand topped) in case of pizzas, 
and superior raw materials and production 
techniques.

www.estom.co.uk

ECOTEC S.R.L
STAND 18

Ecotec srl technical experience and a 
professional team of experts who follow the 
customers of the opening phase of the training, 
and post opening due to maintenance services 
and every possible need.

We take care of the customer’s request 
according to the technical aspects of plant 
in compliance with all applicable regulations. 
Without neglecting the care of the aesthetic 
details.

Appreciated by its customers for the 
seriousness with which he faces every job, the 
quality of work performed and materials used, 
to the best price in the market by working with 
the best suppliers, for work performed in a 
workmanlike manner intended to last.

Ecotec S.r.l has grown steadily, expanding 
the range of products and services offered 
to customers, expanding business areas and 
investing in staff training.

www.ecotecbologna.it

ESSEX STOVES
STAND 52C

NCMG are a Nationwide business specialising 
in the installation, cleaning, inspection, and 
maintenance of Commercial Wood Fired 

the industry, carry the CITB CSCS Card and 
are registered members of the appropriate 
trade organisation or CPS schemes. There 
professionalism guarantees an expert, and 
competent service at the highest standard with 
the minimum amount of disruption, or down 
time for the client. To cover every eventuality, 
they offer emergency call out services.                                                                                                                     
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FIRE & ICE LTD
STAND 17A

Fire & Ice are proud to be the UK partner and 
distributor for PizzaMaster Ovens. Operating 

Stratford upon Avon, we have a Demonstration 
and Development Kitchen, large Showroom, the 
ability to design and install as required and have 
a stock of equipment for delivery throughout 
the UK. We work with some of the best known 
restaurant and hotel groups in the UK as well 
as independent operators who want to have the 
right equipment. In addition to PizzaMaster we 
represent Brice Ice machines, Musso Gelato/
Ice Cream machines, Mychef combination 
ovens, Helia smokers and Powerflame oriental 
cooking equipment. We pride ourselves in 
working closely with both our customers and 
our suppliers and are equally proud of our 
association with Agugiaro & Figna Molini SPA, 
the producers of  Le 5 Stagioni flour, widely 
recognised as the best flour in the world for 
Pizzas. Together we produce fantastic results 
and we would welcome the opportunity to 
explain our range further to you and let you 
taste the results.

www.fatboyscatering.co.uk

FOLLOW YOUR HEART UK LTD
STAND 39

Since 1970, Follow Your Heart has a passion 
for great-tasting, healthy foods. In our solar-

Angeles, California we are making a variety of 
vegan/plant-based foods.
Our dairy free shredded cheese alternatives 
have a cheesy flavor and gooey melt-ability that 
brings convenience to your kitchen. Our Shreds’ 
bold, savory taste and creamy texture help 
make eating dairy free easier than ever!

www.followyourheart.com

FORNI GRAZIOSI
STAND 28C

The company based in Sturno (AV) uses only 
high quality, durable and long lasting materials 
to make its products. The stoves, ovens and 
barbecues are treated in detail, functional 
and aesthetically pleasing as well as easy to 
maintain.
 
To give a touch of class to your living room, to 
heat up a room or to have a good barbecue in 
the garden, contact the Forni Graziosi company, 

and in barbecues.
 
The company based in Sturno (AV) uses only 
high quality, durable and long lasting materials 
to make its products. The stoves, ovens and 
barbecues are treated in detail, functional 
and aesthetically pleasing as well as easy 
to maintain. Customized work is carried out 
on request. The products are ideal for farms, 
restaurants, communities and individuals.

www.fornigraziosi.it

GIANNI ACUNTO FORNI SRL
STAND 53

Designed and built by 4 generations of the 
Acunto family, the Acunto oven is foundational 
to the Neapolitan pizza scene and the 
development of pizza.Each Acunto brick oven 
is built by hand, in Naples, using the same time-
honored techniques and local materials that 
have made them legendary.

The Acunto oven is designed from the ground 
up as a Neapolitan oven. Featuring a low dome, 
small oven mouth, and large heat sink, this oven 
bakes 10-12” pizzas optimally at 700º-900ºF.

www.acunto.it

GOURMEAT
STAND 53

GourmEat has been established in 2015 with 
the intention of exporting the concept of quality 
pizza making, with its own produce, all over the 
world.

Gourmeat, has a 21-year-old experienced team 
in the Italian premium restaurant and pizza 
making industries.

The company mission is that of exporting 
all over the word the concept of Neapolitan 

personnel.

The “Pizza Gourmeat” format has been tailored 
to meet the needs of large catering groups, 
hotel chains, and resorts, where pizzerias 
are not available. This format will allow the 
implementation of pizzerias in an international 
food service framework.

In only 9 square metres, GourmEat can indeed 
create an original Italian pizzeria with the 
highest quality standards, low investment and 

In order to guarantee the quality and 
success of this format, GourmEat produces 
highly hydrated leavened pizza doughs and 
mozzarella, tomatoes and extra-virgin olive oil, 
all of which are exclusively made in Italy.

www.gourmeat.co.uk

GRANDI MOLINI ITALIANI 
/ EUROSTAR COMMODITIES

STAND 29

Grandi Molini Italiani is one of the leading milling 
groups in Europe and producers of soft wheat 
flour and durum wheat semolina. Founded 
over 100 years ago the group operates 10 mills 
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KUMA FORNI
STAND 31C

Kuma Forni is one of the leading companies in 

perfect for pizzerias, bars and restaurants. 
Kuma Forni has been working in the pizza 
oven industry for 15 years, thus its brand is 
synonymous with quality and reliability. Kuma 
Forni provides the customers with revolving 
ovens at the forefront of technology and it uses 

The company produces professional ovens 
of several size, able to cook 8, 10 or 14 pizzas 
at the same time, perfect to meet the needs 
of both small and big pizzerias. Revolving 
pizza ovens have the peculiar characteristic of 
keeping the cooking floor always hot so they 
are perfect for cooking pizzas uniformly, thus 
further optimising time.

www.kumaforni.com

LA TUA PASTA
STAND 30

La Tua Pasta is an established UK producer 
of award-winning artisan Fresh Pasta of the 

from scratch in our kitchen in London. We 
have a range of over 200 products including: 
Filled Pastas such as Hand-Folded Tortelloni 
and Ravioli, Plain pastas and Gnocchi. Our 
Pasta is available fresh or frozen and suitable 
for restaurants, hotels, delis, pubs, café and 
catering operations.

www.latuapasta.com

ITALICATESSEN UK
STAND 25B

Italicatessen UK (formerly Villanova Food ltd) 
was set up in 2005 with the aim to import 
and distribute the best possible quality Italian 
produce.

Since the start our main focus has been to 
cooperate with small producers all over Italy 
and only select authentic food that follow 
traditional methods of production. That is how 
we have gained the trust of our customers and 
this is the reason why our customer base keeps 
growing!

Our product range includes organic and 
conventional food and it has now expanded 
to French, Swiss, Dutch and Swedish Organic 
cheeses.

We simply love what we do.

www.italicatessenuk.com

JACK & BRY
STAND 37C

exhibitor info coming soon

www.jackandbry.com

across Italy, selecting the highest quality grains 
to create flours which meet the daily needs 
of thousands of industries, supermarkets, 
wholesalers, bakeries and pizzerias across the 
world.

Eurostar Commodities is the exclusive 
distributor of the GMI range of flours in 
the UK and together we can guarantee 
high performance and the best results for 
professionals of pizza, pasta and bread.

The leading ‘00’ Italian premium pizza flour 
brands are Dorata, Verace and Italiana, which 
offer a choice of strength, protein content and 
proving times, suitable for all types of pizza. 
New to market is a range of frozen pizza 
sourdough balls, including vegetable mixes. For 
pasta we offer ‘00’ flour including our specialist 
low ash which gives a very white dried or fresh 
pasta.

www.eurostarfoods.co.uk

IL GELATO DI ARIELA
STAND 42A

Il Gelato di Ariela is committed to supply your 
business with the highest quality Gelato, to 
make you popular with your customers, help 

mind in the knowledge that you will be serving a 
better, healthier and more natural product.

We supply restaurants, ice-cream parlours, 
delicatessen, coffee shops and catering 
businesses not only with the best artisan 
Gelato, but also with all the cones, disposables 
and equipment needed to serve it.

Our service does not end there, we provide 
ongoing support from the start, helping 

equipment for each need, training the staff in 
everything that concerns the sale of Gelato, 
supplying manuals for reference as well as 
helping with menu designs. We provide the full 
package, so if Gelato is what your business 
needs then look no further, we will set you up 
before you can say GELATO!!

www.ilgelatodiariela.com
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LET’S PIZZA
STAND 15B

Let’s Pizza is a pioneering Tech-Company, 
founded in Italy, researching on quality 
food preparation through smart, innovative 
machines, features a highly skilled team and 
connects to a network of research engineering 

international food companies and universities.

After 10 years of research and development 
powered by top Italian chefs and Chief 

unique “Pizzeria in a box”, using the latest 
technology, fresh ingredients and know-how of 
making the most delicious pizza.

Without compromising on taste, client 
customizes pizza, as per their preferences, 
getting it ready to eat in less than 3 minutes, in 
a continuous process.That’s not all, the pizza-
making process is visible through the machine’s 
windows: kneading dough, forming base and 
baking pizza.

So, no shady business here, only genuine and 
tasty pizza!

www.letspizza.com

LISA BEER
STAND 37

Italian brewery Birra del Borgo has released 
LISA to the UK, a premium lager produced from 

peel. Leonardo di Vincenzo, founder of Birra del 
Borgo, said: “Following LISA’s unprecedented 
2018 sales growth in Italy, we’re incredibly 
excited to bring this perfect sessionable lager 
to the UK, as well as a touch of classic Italian 
aperitivo culture.

https://birradelborgo.it

DOLCE DELIA
STAND 42B

From the lesson imparted by the Arabs in the 
Middle Age to the creativity of the Jewish in 
the early XIX sec, the Sicilian have crafted their 
own peculiar tradition in the art of patisserie 
and matter of fact inventing the concept of 
street-food. A story that continues today: 
Dolce Delia is a family run business, where old 
recipes and ancient moves are at the core of 
the daily production of delicious snacks and 
sweets. Superior quality ingredients, mostly 
sourced from Sicily itself, care of details, focus 
on the hygiene and attention for health and 
environment are the mantra for the small but 
passionate team at Dolce Delia that strives to 
make products able to respond to the needs 
and desires of today’s consumers looking 
for authenticity, goodness and well-being. 
Our products don’t contain preservatives or 
additives and we have also introduced a gluten-
free and a vegan line. We proud ourselves 
to enter both Italian and British households 
presenting a traditional product, assuring a 
genuine-- food chain and the highest possible 
level of sustainability.

www.dolcedelia.com

LOVESEITAN
STAND 17B

Loveseitan is the only bulk producer of seitan in 
the UK.  We have developed a unique process 
for making seitan with unrivalled texture 

products are lovingly developed in a kitchen, not 
in a lab and this personal approach means we 

best vegan meat alternative available.

www.letspizza.com

MAMMA FIORE
STAND 43

operating in the sector of the distribution of 
Italian food with the aim of spreading the 
culture of healthy eating and quality. The 
company offers its customers a wide range of 
products with excellence and `made in Italy` 
guarantee, in order to taste the cuisine of a 
country rich in variety and tradition.

of service and delivery speed, dedicated staff, 

Having extensive experience in the sector, 

retail, food-service and industry, with a common 
denominator: quality.

Competitiveness and continuous expansion 
process, place the company among the leaders 
in the distribution of Italian food in Spain, 
France and its areas of influences.

METCALFE CATERING EQUIPMENT LIMITED
STAND 16B

At this year’s Pizza and Pasta show, Metcalfe 
will be launching a new range of Italian 
manufactured fresh pasta machines from La 
Pastaia.

The La Pastaia range includes fresh pasta 
machines, dies, ravioli makers, and gnocchi 
makers, as well as accessories that provide the 
perfect solution for every shape and type of 
pasta. Its cutting-edge technology gives shape 
and texture to pasta, an Italian icon all over the 
world.

Alongside the La Pastaia launch, Metcalfe will 
be showing a large selection of food preparation 
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MOLINO SCOPPETTUOLO
STAND 39B

Molino Scoppettuolo is a company with organic 

production facilities are automated and each 

After a skilful mixing of the grains, we proceed 
to a particular and very careful grinding to avoid 
damaging the organoleptic characteristics.

The production process uses a state-of-the-art 
control system that guarantees a high quality 
standard. Quality is of the highest priority, 
especially if the sector in which it operates is 
that of food. Quality control involves particularly 
severe chemical and physical analyzes. Among 
our products the greatest value goes to the 
“REGINELLA – L’ORO D’IRPINIA”. The strength 

wheat germ. It is an excellent product that best 
expresses the characteristics that distinguish 
it in pizza: lightness, delicacy, fragrance and 
digestibility.

www.molinoscoppettuolo.it

MOLINO VIGEVANO S.R.L. – IPAFOOD S.R.L.
STAND 27A

Since 1936 Molino Vigevano has been a market 
leader in the flour and sweet products sector, 

both professional and home use.

In the 15,000 square metre building at Torre 
d’Isola, in the province of Pavia, there is a 
specialised production centre, administrative, 

Vigevano, as well as a warehouse of about 
3000 square metres. Many reference brands, in 
retail and food service formats, in bags of 5 kg, 
10 and 25 kg. The flagship product is the Oro 
di Macina flour line, which is made according 
to the most ancient Italian milling traditions, 

food industry. The company perfect represents 
the Italian art of expertise, so widely appreciated 
abroad and much celebrated in Italy. Raw 
materials have always been our main focus: 
the wheat kernels used are carefully selected all 
over the world. Once delivered to the company, 

modern in-house research and development 
laboratory, where quality checks are performed. 
The new flour milling system, a state-of-
the-art, fully-automated design, processes 
homogenous wheat blends, from which 
constantly high quality flours are extracted.

Bread making, fresh pasta, pizza and baked 
confectionery are the sectors with specialized 
product lines. The company can also customize 

or needs.

www.molinopasini.com

MOLINO PIANTONI
STAND 16

The Piantoni Family’s Milling Company’s history 
began in the far 1850.
Five generations have undertaken a search 
for quality, offering a constant improvement. 
In the course of time the company has been 
on the cutting-edge thanks to new solutions 
for products, to the evolution of the market 
requirements along with innovation through lab 
researches. Molino Piantoni is located in Chiari 
(Bs) in the heart of Lombardy, in a fertile area 
which has over 600 years of history in the art 
of milling. It is a company with an Italian heart, 
and since all raw material working stages take 
place in our mill, the products are the essence 
of what is known as Made in Italy. Due to its 
undeniable warrant of top quality, the company 
has reached a highly respected position within 
the international framework so that it now 
represents an important reference point for 
foreign markets. To represent the Made in Italy 
it’s a great responsibility since it means to bear 
the name of Italy and its production all around 
the world in different sectors and particularly in 
that of pizza

www.mobipizzaovens.co.uk

and slicing machines from its range. Metcalfe 
carry the biggest choice of high-quality slicing 
solutions available to the UK Pizza and Pasta 
industry and are the UK distributors for HALLDE 
food prep equipment.

www.metcalfecatering.com

MOBI PIZZA OVENS LTD
STAND 31

Mobi Pizza Ovens Ltd is Family run business, 
pizza ovens specialists with over 18 years of 
experience in pizza industry.

We offer extensive range of commercial, mobile 
and domestic pizza ovens. Traditional wood 

have them all.

From busy restaurants, mobile catering 
businesses to just a garden at home our offer 

We are proud of our great partnership with 
Esposito Forni

Italian company producing static and rotary 
wood, gas and combined pizza ovens

Entirely hand made with refractory bricks. 
Absolute artisans from Segni – Rome.

www.mobipizzaovens.co.uk

MOLINO PASINI
STAND 26A

Three generations, 80 years of history, the art 
of flour ingrained in our DNA. Molino Pasini is a 
flour milling company specializing in producing 
top-quality soft wheat flours, expressly made 
for end users and producers working for the 
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skilfully combined with innovations and high 
tech applications, dedicated to master pizza 
makers, confectioners and bakers who want to 
produce products of excellence. Oro di Macina 
flours are the only ones with vital wheat germ, 
cold pressed and ground to stone, according to 
an exclusive patent by Molino Vigevano 1936.

www.molinovigevano.com

MORELLO FORNI
STAND 28A

Morello Forni is proud to offer the widest range 
of more than 500 different professional pizza 
ovens developed during the last 50 years.
Rotating or static, electric, gas and wood 
combined ovens equipped with antipollution 

Morello Forni designs and manufactures 

materials ONLY. An ongoing program allows 
constant development of our products:

save and baking performance are our staples.
Each oven model is fully customizable upon 
request. Morello Forni provide consulting and 
delivery worldwide. Oven structural minimum 
guarantee: 10 years.

www.morelloforni.com

MP FORNI SRL
STAND 39B

MP Forni produces traditional, Neapolitan wood 

these ovens are hand crafted using refractory 
bricks and only the best quality materials.

www.mpforni.it

NATURALLY MADE OF ITALY
STAND 55A

Naturally Made of Italy is a new company 
coming from a solid tradition of authentic 
flavors. They know the origin of every ingredient 
and they make it easy for you to track it back 

GMOs, pesticides, preservatives, and additives) 

method, The Naturally Method. Also inspired by 
cost control and high standards.

Visit their stand at the show and enjoy a try out 
of the typical Pinsa Romana while their team 
explains you the incredible journey of such 
delicatessen. They will welcome you at Stand 
55A to make your flour-dream come true!

NELSON CATERING EQUIPMENT
STAND 55

With 35 years’ commercial kitchen design 
experience, Nelson has earned a reputation for 
excellence.

Our design team listens to what our clients 
require and interpret those ideas into the best 
possible layout within the set budget. We 
provide cleverly thought through solutions 
which allow the ultimate kitchen layout to be 
achieved every time.

At the European Pizza & Pasta Show, Nelson 
will be showing a selection of on screen images 
from its commercial kitchen design portfolio 
and will be showcasing a number of specialist 
pizza ovens.

Nelson will also focus on its own range of 
warewashers, including the new Advantage Plus 
glasswashers and dishwashers, available in 
various undercounter and pass through models. 

Designed for a discerning market that demands 
the highest build quality, faultless performance 
and ongoing reliability, Advantage Plus provides 
the ultimate warewashing solution.

www.nelsoncatering.co.uk

PETRA SRL
STAND 54

Petra’s Flours are the state-of-the-art expression 
of a family of millers who have gradually 
combined,like no one else,the quality of 
craftsmanship with avanguarde technology to 
transfer the pure energy of wheat grains to the 
table. Petra Molino Quaglia’s  are the state-of-
the-art wheat flours the contemporary artisans 
use to make the best classic and gourmet 
bakery, pastry and pizza products.

www.molinoquaglia.org

QUALITOPS UK LTD
STAND 15A

Qualitops (UK) Ltd: Your key COMPONENT 
supplier for –

Pizza Topping

Ready meals etc.
Looking for high quality meat components 

At Qualitops UK we endeavor to service our 
customers with the highest quality products at 
the best possible prices and most importantly 
deliver on time.

We are at the forefront of NPD and innovation, 
making sure that we offer the best range of 
products.
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SCUOLA BIANCA UK
STAND 52F

Scuola Bianca is an International Training 
Institution that offers professional courses to 
everyone wants to become a pizza chef, fresh 
pasta chef, baker and pastry chef.

We run monthly Master Classes for who is 
already working in the industry and wants to 
improve knowledge and expertise. 

www.scuolabianca.it

SOCIETÀ AGRICOLA MONTE MONACO SRL
STAND 10

From the heart of the sibillini Mountains , a land 
of longevity and cradle of the “Mediterranean 
Diet”, Monte Monaco pasta 100% organic 
legume flour is born.
Chickpeas, lentils, broad beans and peas, 
cultivated simple and traditional methods on 
biological lands between the sources of the Aso 
and Tenna rivers, grow in an uncontaminated 
environment.
The grain, naturally gluten free, rich in 

carbohydrates, is skilfully ground to stone and, 
mixed with water, becomes the ideal dough for 
the production of Monte Monaco pasta 100% 
organic legume flour.
The adoption of sustainable cultivation 
methods and low environmental impact 
together with the high altitude and the pristine 
environment of the Sibilla Mountains, guarantee 
the production of legumes of excellent quality, 
whose transformation takes place following the 
ancient local traditions without intervention of 
chemical agents.

www.legumimontemonaco.bio

SALVO 1968
STAND 27B

Salvo is one of the largest UK based Italian food 
wholesalers with an online shopping platform. 
We’ve been operating since 1968 and in 2013 
we decided to take our business online because 
we believe we need to embrace technology as 

We’ve taken everything we’ve learnt over the last 
50+ years from servicing the food and catering 
industry and put it all onto this website. We’ve 
built everything for the restaurant owner and 
catering manager in mind:

• Order online 24/7 using your computer, mobile 
phone, iPad or tablet.
• Real stock availability when browsing online
• Next  delivery when ordering before midnight 
(central London and surrounding postcodes)
• Free delivery on orders over £150exVAT within 
the M25 area
• Store your favourite items and shopping lists 
to ensure consistency across your different 
businesses
• Enjoy low prices all year and receive additional 
monthly special offers
• Save your card details to speed up your check 
out
• Trust the quality of our products because we 
are BRC approved

When you shop with us you have access to 
real time stock availability, you can order 24/7 
online and you know your order will arrive on 
the allocated delivery day whether you are in 
London or nationwide.

50 Years of importing

45 Employees

1250 Products Online

35 Specialty Brands

850 Retail & Catering Customers and growing!

www.salvo1968.co.uk/

We achieve this by working closely with our 
customers and acting on customers’ requests 
to the best of our ability.

Located in North West Norfolk, we can deliver 
any quantity you may require, from mixed 
pallets to full container loads, whether your 
business is a wholesaler or a manufacturer, 
wherever you are in The British Isles.

All our products are sourced from reputable 
companies in Europe and the UK. We demand 
as a minimum that our suppliers have BRC 
Accreditation, full HACCP and full traceability of 
products supplied to Qualitops.

www.qualitops.co.uk

QUANTUM TECHNICAL SERVICES
STAND 26

Quantum Technical Services manufacturers 
high speed, automated target sauce applicators, 
waterfall and target topping applicators, 
granular applicators, and slicer-applicators.

Primarily used in the pizza industry, our topping 
equipment can be used to apply sauce, cheese, 
IQF ingredients, streusel, crumb, dry ingredients, 
and many other ingredients.  

Quantum has supplied production equipment 
to small wholesalers and the largest pizza 
producers in the market since 1991.  

We offer standard production systems and 
have an excellent engineering team capable 
of custom designing equipment for any 
production requirements.

Featuring high speed, non contact application, 
Quantum Target Sauce Applicators are capable 
of applying a consistent pattern of sauce 
leaving the border free.  High quality and 
extremely accurate weight control are features 
of all Quantum sauce equipment. 

Quantum Target and Waterfall Applicators are 
available with weighing capabilities to control 
hopper levels, feed rates, and portion control.

www.q-t-s.com
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SUPERTUFFMENUS
STAND 37B

Say goodbye to grubby, tatty, sticky, greasy 
menus with SuperTuffMenus®! Our menus 
are not your conventional, laminated menus. 
They are so durable that they can be washed 
every day in hot, soapy water. Dunk them in 
the sink, spray them down with sanitiser or 
even pop them through your glasswasher. 
SuperTuffMenus® are completely waterproof, 
wipe clean and spill proof! No water absorption, 
no peeling, no fraying, no dog ears. We 
guarantee that these will stand up to wine, beer, 

and even blood, sweat and tears..

Wrapped in our special, synthetic matte coating, 
SuperTuffMenus® have a luxurious feel and will 
ensure that you never hand over a grubby menu 
again, showing your brand at its best every day. 
Our menus last x10 longer than conventional 
menus.

See for yourself!

www.supertuffmenus.com

SWEETHEAT TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
STAND 15

Sweetheat of Dewsbury, West Yorkshire are 
manufacturers of their papa award winning 
Sweetheat heated delivery bags system. These 
bags allow restaurants and takeaway to deliver 

constant 90 degrees Celsius to its customers. 
The range includes both a pizza delivery bag 
and a larger square curry delivery bag.

Sweetheat are the only UK manufacturer of this 
type of product and supply customers including 
Center Parcs, Pizza Go Go, Eddie rocket diners 
and Pepes piri piri.

Sweetheat are also main dealers of quality 
British, American & European manufactured 
catering equipment & refrigeration products.

www.sweetheat.co.uk

TRANSA
STAND 12

Transa is a family company, leader in the 
production of tomato paste and tomato 
powder, founded in 1965. From that 
moment it has never stopped expanding, 
inspired by the continuous improvement, 
customer satisfaction, even overcoming their 
expectations, at the same time it promotes 
values such as sustainability, quality and 
technological innovation. Our main objective 
is sustainably growing, as well as starting new 
projects in order to strength the relationship 

to us.

www.transa.es

VIOLIFE
STAND 38

Violife is a range of award-winning products 
that can help you dive effortlessly into a dairy-
free diet. It’s lactose and gluten free, very low 
in cholesterol and contains No Preservatives, 
casein, whey, eggs, soya & nuts. 

vitamin B12 that plays an important role in the 
metabolism of every cell in our bodies. 

Violife dairy-free range is available in a variety of 
luscious flavours

www.violifefoods.com

WHITE’S FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT
STAND 30A

Marana Forni Rotating deck ovens – the 

and still world renowned as the best. Now used 
in the UK by the best Pizzerias including Franco 
Manca and Yard Sale Pizza.

Eliani Pizza Dough mixers – Top of the range 
professional Mixers from Italy, fast becoming 
the number one choice throughout Europe and 
the UK for Pizzaiola that know the difference a 
professional mixer can make to their dough.

XLT conveyor ovens – Domino’s preferred oven 
worldwide, Simple. Smart. These ovens are 
used worldwide in the best pizza restaurants 
and takeaways and come with a 5 year parts 
and labour warranty as standard for added 
piece of mind.

www.whites-foodequip.co.uk

THE LAB PIZZA
STAND 30C

The Lab Pizza is a new revolutionary company 
specialising in the production of organic gluten 
free pizzas, pizza bases and dough balls that 
are remarkably lower in fat, carbohydrate, sugar 
and salt. We produce foods that promote a 

use over 25 years of experience to provide 
innovative, high quality gluten free and wellness 
products at competitive prices, with an 
outstanding service to match. Made with our 

our healthy products are deep-frozen for your 
convenience. Our products will undoubtedly 
help combat many current health issues but 
the two main conditions we are targeting are 
obesity and coeliac disease.

www.labpizza.com
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BELMONTE FRITTO MISTO LTD
STAND 28C

Fritto Misto is a food trading company 
operating in London since July 2018, we offer 
a variety of Italian food delicacies all around 
the city with our food truck and our base is in 
hackney wick at HWK wine bar, where you can 
taste the most delicious Italian recipes all along  
breakfast, lunch, dinner or for your exclusive 
party.

www.frittomistolondon.com

HELLO MENU
STAND 8

We help increase your restaurant’s top line 
by adding the right mix of data science, 
communication and top technologies to engage 
and delight your clients like never before, inside 
and outside your premises.

www.hellomenu.company

RPF FOOD LTD
STAND 42B

Chickpea Chips is a healthy and delicious 
alternative to traditional potato chips, available 
in three delicious flavors:Original, Parsley & 
Fennel Seeds and Chili.

Chickpea chips have been designed to delight 
the lovers of delicious and nutritious food. 
We use only several fresh and 100% natural 
ingredients to create a tasty side-dish or stand-
alone snack everyone will enjoy.
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